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[N.B-The figures in the right margin indicate full marks.] 
 

1. Complete the following text with right forms of the verbs given in the box:             .5x10=5 

work contribute become keep play prove receive confine have be 

Today woman are (a)_______ important role in all spheres of life. They are no longer (b)______ within 
the four walls of their parent’s or there husband’s house. They have come out of their kitchens and 
(c)______ hand in hand with man in all the development programmers of the government. By 
(d)______ higher education they are (e)______ pilots, doctors, engineers, teachers, administrates etc. 
Their worth (f)_______ already (g)_______ by them. They are (h)________ much to the true 
development of the country (i)______ never possible (j)______ half of the population idle at time.  
 

2. Complete the following text with right forms of the verbs given in the box:               .5x10=5 

stay come be conquer chain arrange wait welcome make offer 

Time is compared to a gipsy who a)___ anywhere for long. The poet b)__ time to be his guest for a 
day. He c)__ time many valuable gifts and honour. He offers him bells d)___ of the best silver for his 
horse and a golden ring for himself. He will e)__ a peacock dance in honour of time. But time is a thing 
that never stays. The greatest tragedy is that it never f)___ back. It never g)__. Man has been able to 
h)___ the world but he is i)___ by the time. He j)___ nothing but a puppet to the power of time.  
 
3. Complete the following passage using appropriate suffix or prefix to the words.                  .5x10=5 
Facebook is a social networking site. It has gained much (a)________ (popular) among the young 
generation. Sometimes our young generation waste their (b) –– (value) time by browsing Facebook. So 
in this case parental (c) ––  (supervise) is a must. Many people (d) ––  (fine) Facebook as an 
embarrassing (e) ––  (invade) on others (f) ––  (person) privacy. However, it plays a (g) –– (significance) 
role in (h) ––  (socialize) as well as mutual understanding and (i) — (operation). It has also brought a 
great change in modern (j) ––  (civilize). 
 

4. Complete the following passage using appropriate suffix or prefix to the words.                  .5x10=5 
We are living in a (a) –– (democrat)— country. We have many (b) –– (achieve) — though we live in (c) 
–– (poor) –– . The country is gradually advancing towards (d) –– (prosper) —. But, political (e) ––  
(stable) –– is a barrier to the path of development. The (f) — (confrontation) –– political environment 
of Bangladesh hits the economy hard. Direct (g) ––  (product) –– losses are estimated at  around. 
Percent of GDP due to descriptions in economic activities caused by political (h) — (disturb) –– . For 
Bangladesh to comfortably reach middle income status the country needs (i) –– (last) — political 
stability investments to regain moment and increasing female labour (j) — (participate) —. 
 

5. Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in the following text.            5 
once my mother said to me who came to you my friend rumi mom she asked what did she want i said 
her mother is ill she needs some money i have given her five hundred takes my mother said wonderful. 
 

6. Suppose an English Lecturer will be appointed in Bagerhat Zilla School. You Sumon/ Sumona, are 

interested to apply for the post. Now write a CV with a cover letter for the post.           10 
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